March 30th - April 1st Chemistry II
Day 1
View the Solutions PowerPoint using the link below. Define the following terms in your notes:
Solute

Saturated Solution

Solvent

Unsaturated Solution

Dilute

Supersaturated Solution

Concentrated
https://risingsunschoolsmy.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/alevi_risingsun_k12_in_us/EeNH3VcKdf9HtoqzORclDIgBPCeaHD_3LrEjDZQGAEWgw?e=BFjA9u

Day 2
1.

Pour two equal glasses of water. Make sure they are close to the same temperature. Add a
spoonful of salt to one glass and a spoonful of sugar to the other. Stir both and see which
dissolves.
2. Which one dissolves has to do with polarity. Polarity refers to the way atoms bond with each
other. When atoms bond and exert equal forces on one another, the molecule is said to be
nonpolar. When one of the atoms exerts a stronger attractive force, the molecule is said to be
polar. When discussing solutions, polarity is important because “like dissolves like.” This means
that polar solvents dissolve polar solutes but do not dissolve nonpolar solutes. Likewise,
nonpolar solvents dissolve nonpolar solutes but do not dissolve polar solutes.
3. You can determine polarity by using the electronegativity chart on the back of the periodic
table. If you don’t have your periodic table, I have placed an electronegativity chart below. If
the difference between the elements is 0.0 to 0.39 then the substance is nonpolar. If the
difference is between 0.4 and 1.7 then the substance is polar. Using water’s formula of H2O,
determine whether water is polar or nonpolar. Then use this info and the experiment of
dissolving salt and sugar to decide the polarity of sugar and salt. Email me the polarity of H2O,
salt and sugar.

Day 3
1. Watch the calculating Molarity Video using the link below. Do the examples along with the video.
https://www.teachertube.com/videos/calculating-molarity-100749

2. Complete the online Molarity Calculation Practice using the link below.
http://science.widener.edu/svb/tutorial/molarity.html

3.Complete the homework on Molarity Calculations using the Microsoft Forms link below. This is your
grade for the day.
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=JFETTPytSUe8OylWMO7gCPV27dZU1x5MjRalEsf
Q_2JUNzVHUERWSldTR09ZWDFUU1BKNlE1UlFGNy4u

